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Abstract

We develop a language model using probabilistic context-free grammars (PCFGs) that is \pseudo context-sensitive" in that the probability
that a non-terminal N expands using a rule r depends on N 's parent.
We derive the equations for estimating the necessary probabilities using
a variant of the inside-outside algorithm. We give experimental results
showing that, beginning with a high-performance PCFG, one can develop
a pseudo PCSG that yields signi cant performance gains. Analysis shows
that the bene ts from the context-sensitive statistics are localized, suggesting that we can use them to extend the original PCFG. Experimental
results con rm that this is both feasible and the resulting grammar retains the performance gains. This implies that our scheme may be useful
as a novel method for PCFG induction.

1 Introduction

Like its non-stochastic brethren, probabilistic parsing has been based upon
context-free grammars (CFGs), and for similar reasons: CFGs support a simple
and ecient parsing mechanism while also accounting for most, if not all, of the
natural language phenomena one encounters, particularly in word-order based
languages such as English. In probabilistic parsing, of course, one does not use
plain CFGs, but rather their probabilistic counterparts (PCFGs). In these each
rule of the form N i ! j has associated with it a probability P(N i ! j ) such
that
X
P(N i ! j ) = 1
j
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for all i, where N i is the i'th non-terminal of the grammar. Note that the
probabilities are context free in the sense that the probability associated with a
rule is independent of the context in which the rule might nd itself.
In this paper we investigate a scheme for introducing context sensitive statistics into stochastic parsing, with the aim of improving a grammar-based language model for English. Note that this goal is quite di erent from other uses
of context sensitive statistics such as improving the speed of parsing [14] or improving the probability of the correct parse [2]. While we believe our statistics
could be adapted to these purposes, our own interest lies in the area of language
models.
A language model is a distribution over strings of (English) words, and a
good model should accurately re ect the true distribution of English strings.
Speaking more formally, we say the model de nes a distribution over examples
of English of length N, P(w1;N ), where w1;N ranges over all possible corpora of
English of length N. A good language model is one which probability to strings
according to their actual frequency of occurrence, high probability for common
strings, and low probability for rare ones.
With a grammar-based model, one rst parses the sentences using the grammar, and then uses the parse information to assign the probabilities to the actual
words (See [6].). We make the standard assumption that sentences occur independently of each other, and thus, if w1;N are the words of the l sentences
s1;l ,
P(w1;N ) =

l
Y

=1

i

P(si )

(1)

This assumption allows us to focus on individual sentences and their parses.
Given some sentence s, consisting of n words, w1;n, assume our model assigns
 parses (or trees) to s, t1 : : :t . We can then write,
P(s) = P(w1;n) =


X

=1

i

P(ti )P(w1;n j ti )

Our grammar model constructs parses for strings of part-of-speech tokens, not
words. The second term above, P(w1;n j ti), is the probability of the words
given the parse tree. The idea here is that more detailed knowledge of the
syntactic structure in which the words nd themselves will enable the model
to better predict the probabilities of the words. This is a keen area for future
research. Here, however, we are concerned with the rst term. Our context
sensitive statistics will be used to improve the probabilities of the parses, the
P(ti ).
Roughly speaking, we wish to maximize the probability of sentences. (Actually, we wish to maximize a product involving these probabilities, as equation
1 states.) Since, other things being equal, P(w1;n) is maximized when P(ti ) is
2

as large as possible, this suggests the subgoal of maximizing the sum of probabilities of all possible parses. Letting vi stand for the ith tag of s, we have

X

=1

i

P(ti ) = P(v1;n )

(2)

Equation 2 states that maximizing the sum of the probability of the parses is
equivalent to maximizing the probability of the tag sequence v1;n. Commonly
we do not deal with the probabilities of a language model directly, but rather
try to minimize the model's per-word cross-entropy. In the same way, here we
try to minimize the per-tag cross entropy of a grammar model. It can be shown
that in the limit this is equivalent to minimizing
(3)
? n1 logP(v1;n)
For our purposes we simply take the quantity of Equation 3 as the per-tag cross
entropy.
It seems reasonable to hope that the probabilities that minimize the per-tag
cross entropy would assign higher probabilities to more common parses over
uncommon ones, and thus, one would hope, the intended parse over those not
intended. Such probabilities could also be used to guide the parsing process.
Our own goal is simply to nd ways to maximize this probability, or equivalently,
to minimize the cross entropy.
Besides our di ering goals, a distinguishing feature of this work is that we
wish to be able to collect the parsing statistics without the use of a pre-parsed
corpus. While such corpora are, of course, a valuable tool, they limit the choice
of grammars to those that agree with the parses assigned in the corpus, and
the volume of data available in such form is still quite limited. We show in this
paper how our probabilities can be collected by an extension of the standard
inside-outside algorithm [1,6].

2 Pseudo Context-Sensitivity

In this paper we propose to extend a standard PCFG by replacing the probability of each context-free rule with a set of probabilities, one for each non-terminal
used by our grammar. Each of these new probabilities will re ect the probability of the rule occurring in a particular context, which in our case is simply the
head of the parent rule. For example in gure 1, the rule vbg!adv vbg has the
non-terminal n as its parent. Formally, we write
P(N i ! j j (N i ) = N s )
(4)
where (x) is the non-terminal that immediately dominates x | its parent. We
refer to N i as the child. Continuing our example in Figure 1, we would require
3
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Figure 1: Application of a rule within a n
P(vbg!adv vbg j (vbg) = n)
This is the probability that we expand vbg, (a verb phrase headed by an \ing"
verb) as an adverb followed by the verb, given that its parent is n, a noun phrase.
Such a situation might occur in the parse of a phrase like \the slowly dripping
faucet." (The base grammar for the experiments reported here is modeled after
dependency grammars and thus has one non-terminal for each terminal in the
language. Here vbg is the non-terminal for the terminal vbg. We use this
notation for all of the examples, although the techniques developed here work
for all PCFGs, not just probabilistic dependency grammars.)
Note that by collecting the statistics of Equation 4 we have not, in fact,
moved beyond what is expressible by PCFGs. The pseudo PCSG can be expanded into a PCFG roughly as follows. For each parent-child pair, begin by
creating a new non-terminal to represent the chosen pair. For any rule with the
parent as its head, substitute the new non-terminal for each occurrence of the
child. For each rule headed by the child, add a new rule headed by the new
non-terminal. With some trivial math, one can compute new probabilities for
all the rules in the expanded grammar. We return to this process later.
Although technically we have not moved beyond PCFGs, clearly our formalism has something of a context-sensitive avor. We like to think of it as
gathering context-sensitive statistics for a context-free grammar, and thus we
call our scheme \pseudo context-sensitivity." Clearly, the extra information provided by context allows us a good deal more exibility in assigning probabilities
to parses. For example, while the above rule for vbg would be a not-uncommon
one to nd as part of a noun-phrase, consider instead the following rule for vbg
vbg

!vbg n

This rule would be used in \Alice was planting the owers." While this rule
is a common one at the sentence level, at the noun-phrase level it would be
quite uncommon. Our new probabilities would allow the system to capture this
regularity. As just noted, this regularity could also be captured through the use
of a di erent non-terminal dominating the gerund. However, our new scheme
allows us to nd and capture such regularities automatically.
4

To actually use this model requires rst that one can eciently estimate the
probabilities speci ed in Equation 4 and second, that given these probabilities
one can eciently calculate the probability of a parse. The second of these is
reasonably straight forward, and we leave it as an exercise for the reader. The
former we cover in the next section.

3 Calculating the Probabilities

In this section we show how it is possible to calculate the rule probabilities using a variant of the inside-outside algorithm. Those who are not interested in
actually implementing this scheme may safely skip to the next section, where
we show how the application of these probabilities has led to a signi cant improvement in the probabilistic measure given in Equation 2.
In the generic inside-outside algorithm one re-estimates the probability of
an event e by seeing how often it occurs in a training corpus. Our events will
be rule invocations, or uses, in sentence parses. Typically each sentence in the
corpus has many parses, and it is possible that e occurs zero, one, or more
times in any particular parse. One estimates the e-counts by adding up, for
each occurrence of e the probability of the parse in which e occurs, given the
sentence. Our goal in this section is to come up with the equations for this sum.
We show the equations for the case where the grammar is in Chomsky-normal
form.
We want to count the number of times an event occurs (C(e)).
C(e) =

X
e

P(e j w1;n)

X
= P(w1 ) P(e; w1;n)
1;n e

More speci cally, we wish to count the occurrence of the rule N i !N p N q in
the context of N i N s . The sum over all possible ways this event could occur
includes (1) the positions N i , N p , and N q in the parse, (2) the position of N s
in the parse, and (3) the rule that relates N s to N i . These are shown in Figure
2. Note that for part (3) there are two cases we need to consider, where N i
occurs as the left and right constituents of the higher level rule. Figure 2 only
shows the second of these. These two possibilities correspond to the two sums
in the following equations.
C(N i!N p N q ; (N i ) = N s )
X
i ; Np ; Nq
s
t
= P(v1 )
P(Nj;k
j;f
f +1;k ; Nh;k ; Nh;j ?1 ; v1;n)
1;n

j;k;t;h;f
i
j;k

p
s ; Nt
+ P(N ; Nj;f
; Nfq+1;k ; Nj;h
k +1;h ; v1;n )
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(5)
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Figure 2: The situations for N i !N p N q under N s
X
s ;v
= P(v1 )
P(v1;h?1 ; Nh;k
k +1;n)
1;n j;k;t;h;f
i ; Nt
s
P(Nj;k
h;j ?1 j v1;h?1 ; Nh;k ; vk +1;n )
i ; Nt
s
P(vh;j ?1 j Nj;k
h;j ?1 ; v1;h?1 ; Nh;k ; vk +1;n)
p
i ; Nt
s
P(Nj;f
; Nfq+1;k j v1;j ?1; Nj;k
h;j ?1 ; Nh;k ; vk +1;n)
p
i
t
s
P(vj;f j Nj;f
; Nfq+1;k ; v1;j ?1; Nj;k
; Nh;j
?1; Nh;k ; vk+1;n)
p
i ; Nt
s
P(vf +1;k j Nj;f
; Nfq+1;k ; v1;j ?1; Nj;k
h;j ?1 ; Nh;k ; vf +1;n )
s
+ P(v1;j ?1; Nj;h ; vh+1;n )
i ; Nt
s
P(Nj;k
k +1;h j v1;j ?1; Nj;h ; vh+1;n )
i ; Nt
s
P(vk+1;h j Nj;k
k +1;h ; v1;j ?1; Nj;h ; vh+1;n )
p
q
i ; Nt
s
P(Nj;f ; Nf +1;k j Nj;k
k +1;h ; v1;j ?1; Nj;h ; vk +1;n )
q
p
i ; Nt
s
P(vj;f j Nj;f ; Nf +1;k ; Nj;k
k +1;h ; v1;j ?1; Nj;h ; vk +1;n)
p
i ; Nt
s
P(vf +1;k j Nj;f
; Nfq+1;k ; Nj;k
k +1;h ; v1;f ; Nj;h ; vk +1;n )
X
s
i
t
s
P(v1;h?1 ; Nh;k
; vk+1;n)P(Nj;k
; Nh;j
= P(v1 )
?1 j Nh;k )

1;n

j;k;t;h;f

p
q
t
s
i
s
P(vh;j ?1 j Nh;j
?1 ; Nh;k )P(Nj;f ; Nf +1;k j Nj;k ; Nh;k )
p
q
i )P(v
i
P(vj;f j Nj;f
; Nj;k
f +1;k j Nf +1;k ; Nj;k )
s ;v
i
t
s
+ P(v1;j ?1; Nj;h
h+1;n )P(Nj;k ; Nk +1;h j Nj;h )
s )P(N p ; N q
i
s
P(vk+1;h j Nkt+1;h ; Nj;h
j;f
f +1;k j Nj;k ; Nj;h )
p
q
i )P(v
i
P(vj;f j Nj;f
; Nj;k
f +1;k j Nf +1;k ; Nj;k )
X
s
i t s
= P(v1 )
s (h; k)P(N !N N ) t (h; j ? 1)
1;n j;k;t;h;f
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(6)

P(N i !N p N q j N s ) pi (j; f) qi (f + 1; k)
+ s(j; h)P(N s !N iN t ) ts (k + 1; h)
P(N i !N p N q j N s ) pi (j; f) qi (f + 1; k)

(7)

Here Equation 5 formally de nes what we count as an example of the event
we are looking for. The next version breaks it apart into the pieces we need,
and the next, Equation 7 introduces independence assumptions appropriate for
our pseudo context-sensitive PCFGs. These are the same as those for standard
PCFGs, except whenever we have the opportunity to condition on the parent
of the conditioning non-terminal, we do so. Finally, Equation 7 replaces the
various terms of the equaiton with abbreviations for the required probabilities.
The outside probabilities ( l (m; n)) should be familiar to those acquainted with
the inside-outside algorithm. The probabilities of rules is unchanged, except that
when we can, we condition on the parent of the right-hand-side non-terminal.
Finally we have introduced a new symbol, xy (j; k), that is the inside probability
x
y
x (j; k), conditioned on the fact that the parent of N is N . It can be shown
that this last probability is computable in polynomial time (and, to be speci c,
in the time required to parse the sentence).
Note how Equation 7 uses the term P(N i !N p N q j N s), the probability we
wish to estimate. The same thing happens in the more traditional use of the
inside-outside algorithm, where the expression for the counts on a rule's usage
involves the probability of the rule. The idea is that one makes an initial estimate
of this probability and the inside-outside algorithm modi es this estimate to
bring it closer to what it sees in the training corpus. This revised number can
be fed in again, leading to the iterative nature of the scheme. The same thing
happens here. Fortunately there is a reasonably straight-forward number to
use here for the initial estimate, namely the probability of the rule independent
of the parent node N s . Thus the rst time through the algorithm we use the
unmodi ed probabilities of the rules. Subsequently the estimates computed
on the previous iteration would be used in the next go-round. (However, in
our experiment our training corpus was too small for this. Over tting of data
occurred after the rst iteration.)
It is not too hard to see how equation 7 translates into a form that is not
dependent on the CFG being in Chomsky-normal form. We omit this transformation for the sake of brevity. The version implemented, however, is the general
one.

4 Sparse Data

We now want to apply pseudo context-sensitivity to improving the performance
of our grammars according to the measure given in Equation 2. Before we can
do so, however, we need to overcome one more problem, sparse data.
7

While the context-sensitive technique we have developed work for any contextfree grammar, it was developed in conjunction with our work on grammar induction. The grammars we produce in our learning scheme are typically quite
large, as we have sacri ced expressiveness of our grammar formalismin exchange
for ease of learning. Thus a typical grammar is about 3500 rules or so. As we
have 20 non-terminals our pseudo context-sensitive rules require about 70,000
(= 3500  20) parameters. As the corpus we have been using has about 300,000
words, and guring about one rule application per word, it is clear that we do
not have enough data to reliably estimate all of these parameters, particularly
as some rules are quite rare.
Thus, rather than use the context-sensitive parameters \raw", we smooth
them by mixing them in with the non-context-sensitive rule probabilities. The
equation we use for the smoothing is
P(N i! j j (N i ) = N s) = 1P(! j )(N i ) = N s + 2P(N i ! j ) (8)
where 1 + 2 = 1 are the mixing constants. In a smoothing equation like
Equation 8 the is can be functions of the conditioning terms in the probability
distribution we are calculating. In fact, as the probability of a rule is implicitly
conditioned on the left-hand side of the rule (note that the probabilities of
rules sum to one for each left-hand side), our is can be functions of both
N i and N s. The only requirement is that for each pair, N i ; N s, we still have
1(N i ; N s) + 2(N i ; N s) = 1.
We have used a reasonably standard method for nding optimal settings
for the i s. We split our training data into two pieces, and used one piece,
together with the inside-outside algorithm to estimate our context-sensitive and
context free probabilities, P(N i ! j )(N i ) = N s and P(N i ! j ). The optimal
settings for the is are those which make their probability-weighted sums as
high as possible; we used an iterative search procedure and the remaining data
to nd approximately optimal settings for the is.

5 Results

Before giving the results it is necessary to establish some kind of yardstick for
performance. We have suggested above that cross entropy per tag is the right
number, but this gure is not suitable for comparing competing models. The
diculty is that it can vary widely with the training sentences, the tag set used,
and the accuracy of the tagging. Since an absolute number is not suitable, we
supply comparison gures between our model and a sort of industrial standard,
the tri-tag model, trained on the same sentences, with the same tags. (The
tri-tag model is one in which each tag is predicted according to the probability
of getting that tag given the two previous tags.) The tri-tag model (or often a
bi-tag model) has been very successful at language modeling, and is the typical
model of choice in tagging models such as those in [3,7,8,9,12].
8

What would correspond to a good improvement in the cross-entropy of the
tag sequence? To get some idea of this we took one of our best pure PCFGs and
generated an arti cial corpus from the grammar. We then compared the cross
entropy the correct grammar assigned to the tag sequence with that assigned by
a tri-tag model. We found that the correct grammar is only .15 bits/tag better
than the tri-tag model (2.65 vs 2.80 bits/tag). In our learning work we have
been aiming at an improvement over tri-tag of about half of that, in light of
the diculties presented by the complexity of real English, limited availability
of data, and limited computational resources.
We derived our context-sensitive grammar from a PCFG developed from
related work on grammar induction. This latter grammar was learned on the
basis of a 300,000 word training corpus, consisting of all sentences in the tagged
Brown Corpus [11] of length less than 23, and not containing certain terminals
we wished to ignore (most notably parentheses, foreign words and titles). We
built the context sensitive version of this grammar by applying Equation 7 and
training over the same corpus from which the PCFG was learned. Our results are
obtained using a corpus of 10,000 words drawn from the same source, reserved for
testing. Both the context-sensitive and context-free grammars assigned some
parse to 99.5% of the words in the testing corpus (99.6% of the sentences).
Unparsed sentences are ignored when collecting further data. As the exact same
sentences are unparsed by both the context-free and context-sensitive grammars,
and the percentage of unparsable sentences is .4% it does not seem likely that
these sentences are in uencing the results given here.
The results of using our context-sensitive probabilities is shown in Figure 3.
In all cases we show the improvement over the tri-tag model, which had per-tag
cross-entropy of 2.738 bits/tag. (Thus 0 bits/tag in our graph would correspond
to a grammar that is no better or worse than the tri-tag model on average.) The
left-most entry (.039 bits/tag) shows the results we obtained prior to the use of
the context-sensitive statistics. The right-most (.072 bits/tag) shows what was
obtained after their use. The di erence, .033 bits/tag, is quite large, at least
when compared to the goal of a .075 bits/tag improvement.
The intermediate gures are also of some interest. The rst, labeled \crude,"
was obtained getting the counts for the probabilities using the viterbi approximation rather than the correct Equation 7. The second, labeled \statistics
xed" was obtained using Equation 7 but smoothed the probabilities using a
\seat of the pants" guess for the i 's (1 = 0 if the combination of N i and
N s was seen less than 1000 times, .6 otherwise). Using optimal i 's gave the
right-most, nal, gure. As can be seen, attending to such details does make a
di erence.
We do not indicate computational resources expended in context-free vs
pseudo context-sensitive as there is no signi cant di erence in this regard. The
actual parsing is the same in both cases, the only di erence appearing after the
parse when calculating the probabilities of the tag sequence. While parsing and
both probabilistic calculations have big-O complexity n3, in fact actual time is
9
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Figure 3: Per-word cross-entropy of held-out data with/without contextsensitive probabilities
dominated by the former, as the probabilistic calculations are quite simple.

6 Analysis

We now turn to the question of from whence this .033 bits/tag improvement
arises. Roughly speaking there are two possible hypotheses. The rst is that
the context sensitivity sharpens the probabilities across the board. The second
is that there are particular situations where it is important to know the context
in which a rule occurs, and these provide the lion's share of the bene t. Our
initial hypothesis was that the second of these would prove to be the case. In
this section we o er evidence that this is so.
We start by remembering that for each parent s and child t there is a distinct
distribution for the rules Rt that expand the non-terminal t. This distribution
is P(Rt j s; t). It gives the probability that t in the context of s is expanded
using each r 2 Rt . The question we pose for each s; t pair is \Is P(Rt j s; t)
signi cantly di erent from P(Rt j :s; t)?" If the di erence is large, then the
context sensitive technique is buying us a lot in the situation in which s is the
parent of t. We estimate signi cant di erence using a likelihood ratio analysis
described in [10].
The data for our estimate are the number of times that each of the k rules
r 2 Rt is used when s is the parent of t, which we designate C1 (s; t) =
fc1;1; c1;2; : : :; c1;kg, and similarly for the number of times when s is not the
10

parent of t, which we designate C2(s; t) = fc2;1; c2;2; : : :; c2;kg.
We estimate P(Rt j s; t) using the \obvious" choice:
P(ri j s; t) = Pkc1;i
j =1 c1;j

(9)

(and similarly for P(ri j :s; t)).
Loosely speaking, we compare the chance of seeing our data, C1 and C2,
given that the distributions are distinct, versus the chance of seeing the data,
given that the distributions are really the same. We name the former hypothesis
H(P(Rt j s; t); P(Rt j :s; t); C1; C2)
(10)
In the latter case, we have
H(P(Rt j t); P(Rt j t); C1; C2)
(11)
since in this case
P(Rt j s; t) = P(Rt j :s; t) = P(Rt j t)
Finally, following [10] we consider the quantity


H(P(R
t j t); P(Rt j t); C1 ; C2 )
? log (s; t) = ? log H(P(R j s; t); P(R j :s; t); C ; C )
(12)
t
t
1 2
We lack space to show an exact form for H and ? log (s; t) (but see [10] for
details). Intuitively, however, this is a measure of how likely it is that the
context sensitive probabilities for the rules given s; t are really just the contextfree probabilities. The advantage of this quantity for our purposes is that it
can be computed exactly, starting from the multinomial distribution, and thus
is accurate even in the presence of rare events, which, if we may be excused the
oxymoron, are quite common in our data. (Many of the rules occur less than
ten times in our data. Thus the number of times we would expect them to occur
with a particular parent s may well be less than one.)
Note, also, that in most normal circumstances ? log (s; t) grows linearly in
the number of times s; t are observed together, C1(s; t). Intuitively this captures
the idea that more data allows one to make ner discriminations. The other contributing factor, naturally, is the di erence between the observed distributions
P(Rt j s; t) and P(Rt j :s; t). Because of this we decided to plot ? log(s; t)
against C1(s; t), with one point for each s; t combination. If the result were a
straight line it would indicate that the various P(Rt j s; t) distributions di ered
to approximately the same degree from their context-free equivalents, P(Rt j t),
and that the di erence in the ? log(s; t) is just due to having more data for
some points, the larger C(s; t)'s, than others.
The results shown in Figure 4 are quite di erent. While there is clearly
11
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Figure 4: Plot of ? log (s; t) against C(s; t)
a positive correlation between C1(s; t) and ? log (s; t), it is hardly a straight
line. Instead a quick glance at the chart suggests that a small number of s; t
combinations account for the overwhelming majority of the context-sensitive
e ect.
To further test this hypothesis, we modi ed the smoothing equation 8 to
assign a 1 of zero when calculating the probability of a rule given an s; t pair
not in the top n pairs, when sorted by ? log (s; t). Figure 5 shows that by the
time we have considered 51 out of the 400 s; t combinations we have captured
virtually all of the context-sensitive e ect, and even by 21 s; t combinations (5%
of the data) we have most (80%) of the e ect. This suggests that our initial
hypothesis, that the e ect is concentrated in a small number of cases, is basically
correct.
Recall that our pseudo PCSG is not truly context-sensitive, because it does
not move out of the range of languages generated by PCFGs, and it is possible
to \compile out" our context-sensitive statistics. Since performance bene ts are
concentrated in a small number of s; t pairs, and the compilation procedure can
be carried out incrementally, on a per s; t pair basis, the transformation appears
to be practical. The worry here is that the grammar might be so large as to be
useless. Even limiting ourselves to the 20 best s; t pairs, adding a non-terminal
for each pair doubles the number of non-terminals in our grammar, and, in the
worst case, could cause an exponential blow-up in the number of rules. Further,
we did not smooth the expanded grammar as we did for the pseudo PCSG.
Nonetheless, the observed localization was encouraging, and back-of-theenvelope calculations suggested that the expanded grammar would be only
about 10,000 rules, which is a manageable size. We carried out the experiment of transforming the grammar and evaluating its performance. Ignoring
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Figure 5: Cross entropy as a function of increasing numbers of s; t's
rules with zero probability, the transformation added 5384 rules to the existing
3500. This more than doubles the size, but it was actually less of an increase
than expected. After two iterations of the inside-outside algorithm, the grammar began to over t the training data, but performance reached the same level
as that of the pseudo PCSG. To be precise, the trained PCFG showed an improvement over the pseudo PCSG of 0.001 bit per word, even though it had
fewer parameters (about 8,000 vs. 17,000). We do not regard this improvement
as signi cant, but the fact the PCFG can recover the missing 20% performance
gain is very satisfying.
This experiment shows that our scheme can be used as a novel form of
PCFG induction, one which adds both rules and non-terminals, and revises the
probabilities to produce signi cantly lower cross entropy. Adding non-terminals
is a particularly sticky problem for grammer learners, as the unconstrained space
is too large to search. What is usually done is to x the number of non-terminals
in some other way, either using outside sources of information [4], or, as we do,
via a restricted formalism [5]. Another approach, suggested in [13] is to use a
CNF grammar, simply guess an upper bound on the number of non-terminals,
and deploy a grammar minimization procedure periodically during the grammar
training. The appeal of our approach is that it does not require guesses, but
can automatically identify a set of promising new non-terminals, and associated
rules and probabilities. It is, admittedly, highly constrained, but we regard
this as more of a feature than a drawback. Overly large search spaces require
learners to deploy constraints. Our procedure is restricted enough to be feasible
for a large problem (English), but loose enough to allow signi cant performance
gains.
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7 Conclusion

We have presented a PCFG model in which the probability of a rule also depends
on the parent of the node being expanded. The scheme is applicable to any
PCFG and the equations we have derived allow one to collect the necessary
statistics without requiring preparsed data. In the experiment we ran, the
improvement over the context-free version is quite large, given the expected
range. We have analyzed the context-sensitive statistics, and shown that most
of the e ect is fairly localized.
This localization encouraged us to attempt to use statistics gathered for our
pseudo PCSG to extend our original PCFG. By using the most promising s; t
pairs, we demonstrated that expanding the grammar retains the performance
gains of the pseudo PCSG, despite the reduction in the number of parameters.
This implies that our scheme is not only good for improving performance by
means of a pseudo PCSG, but it may also be viewed as a systematic means for
inducing non-terminals, rules, and probabilities for a PCFG.
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